LSAT Course Plan

Session 1: Introduction to the LSAT, Principles of Argumentation, Find Conclusion items, Analytical Reasoning overview, Ordering games

Session 2: Ordering games, Statement Role items, Argument Evaluation, Explain/Resolve items

Session 3: Ordering games, Grouping games, Weakener/Strengthener items

Session 4: Grouping games, Flaw items

Session 5: Grouping games, Assumption items, Analyzing Reading passages, Global Reading Comp items

Session 6: Grouping games, Formal Logic Items, Local Reading Comp items

Session 7: Grouping games, Inference items, Reading Comp review

Session 8: Combination games, Matching Structure/Flaw items

Session 9: Combination games, Strategy/Point at issue items, Reading Comp review

Session 10: Analytical Reasoning review, Principle items, Reading Comp review